Producers video sellers terms and conditions:
Clip sellers Terms and conditions
General: There is no initial fee not any kind of setup cost for clip sellers. We welcome
active professional and amateur clip producers who do provide high quality
frequently updated content, preferably exclusively with us or at least not to be found
on every corner on the internet. Producers who just sell clips with us are prefered
and we will support their own promotion efforts by promoting their content on our
cost with our advertising partners.

Clips: Minimum playtime is 3 Minutes, minimum price tag is US$ 4.99, minimum
frame size is 640 x 480 and our customers and we expect at least good Quality HD/HDV is welcome. Actually we distribute clips, encoded in wmv, divx, mov, mpg,
mp4 and avi - for other formats please ask or check our producer news. Please
always check your clip before you load and release it to avoid customer complaint.
Advertising any URLs in clip texts is not allowed - producers who just do offer their
clips with clips4all please contact us for exceptions.
Previews: Are automatically generated by our software (animated GIFs) for most
formats so far BUT producers are welcome to upload their own previews of course,
up to a limit of 900KB per clip.
Content restrictions: No nudity / Adult; if in doubt, please ask us. Clips4all is
monitoring compliance.
Animal videos: respect the local law as well as the animals itself. Full weight dog
riding is not allowed.
Clarification (Jan. 21, 2013): All kind of intentional or senseless abuse of animals is
forbidden. However we tolerate and respect cultural and regional diversity
concerning interpretation of dealing / handling, especially regarding domains like
Barrel Race, Rodeo, Chapa, Escaramuza aso. which are being judged divers in
different cultural circles.
Producer data: All data entered by the producer while opening the shop has to be
accurate and is kept confidential, same as customer and other data here with
clips4all. Please especially take care about your Bank data, as wrong accounts and
number lead into needless fees, charged by the Banks.

Producer clip income: Clip income payout ratio is 60%, wired in US$ each month to a
bank account of the producers choice. We do not retain a certain amount for
eventual charge backs or fraud. We cover all such events, except double orders of
the same clip, Business Cards missuse and corrupt clip files. All sales and income is
processed in real time and can be constantly followed and monitored by the
Producer / shop owner online without interrupt 7x24x365. Each time a clip is sold in
addition, the producer will get instant e-mail notification including sales data. At the
end of each month or when payout runs are executed, a ranking of what clip sold
best (within the concerned producers clip range) is provided online as well.
Support: Clips4all.com is online 24/7 365 days - e-mails (please use the contact form)
will be answered as fast as possible. We host, store and distribute all clips on our
secure Linux servers. Credit card processing is with 128bit secure SSL technology
and all credit card transactions will be discreetly billed showing IMS Internet as text.
We are always here to support Customers as well as Producers and we are speaking
English, Italian, French and German. E-mail + Phone support (trouble shooting) is
provided from 08:00 - 23:00 CET
Compliance and acceptance: BY OPENING A SHOP ON CLIPS4ALL YOU ACCEPT
OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND CONFIRM TO COMPLY TO OUR REGULATIONS.
If you have a question please contact us!

